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Abstract: This paper presents a method for validation of 

advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). With Human 

and hardware-in-the-loop (HHIL) simulations the 

development process, and more specifically the validation 

phase, of intelligent vehicles is carried out safer, cheaper, 

and more manageable. We also presented experiment 

setup for ADAS using human factor in Hardware-in-loop 

testing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

According to WHO road safety 2013 over 2,31,000 deaths in 

road accidents/year in India. This number is more than the 

road fatalities in China which has a greater population than 

India. This number is also greater than road fatalities in USA 
which has more vehicles than in India. Adoption of ADAS 

for developing countries like India is extremely exciting and 

challenging. The safety potential of further improvements in 

passive safety features is limited. However, active safety 

systems like ABS  and ESP offer possibilities for improving 

traffic safety by assisting the driver in his driving task. In 

addition, advanced driver assistance systems (ADASs) have 

the potential to significantly reduce the number of road 

accidents. An ADAS is a vehicle control system that uses 

environment sensors (e.g. radar, laser, vision) to improve 

driving comfort and traffic safety by assisting the driver in 

recognizing and reacting to potentially dangerous traffic 
situations. The objective of this paper is to present a method 

for the development of ADASs that complements the existing 

development process. This method consists of Human and 

hardware-in-the-loop (HHIL) simulations that allow to 

efficiently and accurately test full-scale ADAS-equipped 

vehicles in an indoor laboratory environment. The ADAS 

development starts with a definition of the functional 

requirements in terms of the desired functions, driver 

comfort, and operational constraints. 

 
Figure 1 [Basic principle of V-Model in ADAS] 

 

In addition, ADASs are safety-critical systems that require a 

high level of dependability, a term covering reliability, (fail) 

safety, and fault-tolerance. Subsequently, the system 

specification is used as the basis for the top-level design of 

the system architecture, followed by detailed module design 
(environment sensor, controller, actuator, driver interface). 

After implementation of the individual hardware and 

software modules, system integration takes place by 

assembling the complete system from its component 

modules. In every integration phase verification takes place 

to determine whether the output of a phase meets its 

specification, as illustrated by the horizontal arrows in figure 

. On component level this means testing the range, accuracy, 

and tracking capabilities of the environment sensor. On a 

higher level, verification must assure that integration with 

other subsystems does not have any negative side-effect. 
Since verification only confirms compliance with the 

specification, errors in the specification may result in a faulty 

product. It is therefore important to perform validation of the 

integrated system against its requirements, especially for 

type approval and certification purposes. Usually, the 

development process involves several iterations, where the 

results of verification and validation are used to modify the 

system specification and design, after which another test 

cycle takes place. Obviously, there is a need to reduce the 

number of iterations and speed up the process of verification 

and validation. Because of the need for fast, flexible and 

reproducible test results, various ‘in-the-loop’ simulation 
tools are increasingly being used for design and validation of 

ADAS controllers. 

 

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

A. Hardware-in-loop: 

When MIL simulations have provided sufficient results, 

software code can be compiled from the simulation model of 

the control system. The real code can then be verified with 

software-in-the-loop (SIL) simulations, where the remaining 

hardware components, vehicle dynamics, and environment 

are simulated in real-time. Similar to testing the real software 
in a SIL simulation, the real hardware can be tested in a real-

time hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation. HIL simulations 

consist of a combination of simulated and real components. 

Alternatively, a real component can be emulated, i.e. 

replaced by an artificial component that has the same input 

and output characteristics. Ideally, every component should 

be unable to distinguish between real, simulated or emulated 

components that it is connected to in the closed-loop 

configuration. Therefore, HIL offers the flexibility of a 

simulation, where the use of real hardware offers a high level 
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of reliability. The main advantage of a HIL simulation is that 

it provides a repeatable laboratory environment for safe, 

flexible, and reliable controller validation. Controller 

performance and stability can be systematically tested 
without disturbances from other unrelated systems, and 

dependability can be tested by controlled injection of 

disturbances and faults. HIL also allows validation of the real 

hardware in an early development phase without the need for 

a prototype vehicle, since any missing vehicle components 

can be simulated. 

 
Figure 2. [Traditional Hardware-in-loop Testing concept] 

 

B. Human and Hardware-in-loop: 

Human-and-Hardware-in-the-loop simulation adds an 

additional loop for the HIL-simulation environment .It is 

used for different development purposes where human 

feedback is present. In most testing procedures, human 

interaction is not included. HIL simulation, however, can be 

used to test the human interaction on machines. This allows 

control engineers to test if their machines can be operated 

easily and comfortably. Semantic methods can be used in all 
stages of HHIL-simulations like Data processing, Simulation 

parameters and Understanding of operating environments. 

Here in the diagram you can see that human interaction to 

machine is added which would be helpful to test the vehicle 

in critical conditions. 

 
Figure 3. [Human and Hardware-in-loop testing concept] 

 

III. EXPERIMENT SETUP 

We can have set-up of Vehicle hardware-in- loop testing 

using various dSPACE tools as shown in block diagram. 

Model- based plant model can be developed with use 

MATLAB-Simulink tool which is integrated and accessible 

into simulator. Our Host PC is connected through Ethernet 

with the simulator. To achieve hardware-in-loop testing, we 

can use Automation Desk tool for automated test script, 

Report generation, Remote control of calibration, 
measurement, and diagnostic tools for ECU (Electronic 

control unit) .Control Desk can be used for modular 

experiment and instrumentation software for ECU 

development. Our main aim to involve human factor in 

traditional hardware-in-loop testing. To achieve that we have 

some of the input which involves human interaction with 

vehicle can be operated manually as hardware Test rig as 

well as Graphical user interface (GUI) based simulation 

using Control Desk. In case of simulation of such input like 

Automatic gear system, Braking system, Steering Angle 

position we can create in GUI using customize instrument 

specific to automotive standard. We can give input like 
Steering Angle position, Brake position signal , Throttle 

position, Gear position to the simulator online and same time 

we can measure the output like individual wheel cylinder 

pressure, vehicle speed etc. We can simulate certain 

condition in real time environment and generate test report 

for the same. After being modelled, the control algorithm has 

to be tested and optimized on actual control system. In Rapid 

control prototyping can be created using tool called 

MicroAutoBox as well as RapidPro from dSPACE. The 

microAutoBox acts as a prototyping ECU which runs the 

controller models. The RapidPro system adjusts the signals 
to the needs of controlled system. Because most parts of the 

controller model had already been tested by model-in-loop 

(MIL) simulation, it is  

 
Figure 4. [Experiment setup for Human and hardware-in-

loop testing for ADAS] 

easy to transfer them to the MicroAutoBox and run them 

immediately. Control Desk can be used to loading and 

running models and monitoring signals. On Test rig can 

consists brake hardware, Gear selector, Throttle and Steering 

wheel to have human interaction in HIL in loop testing. The 

rig also houses power drivers to drive pump motor and 

modulator. The overall rig replicates the braking system of 
vehicle and provides a human machine interface (HMI) for 
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realistic chassis control development. The HMI essentially 

comprises the real pedals, the Control Desk experiment 

software and a real time visualization of simulated vehicle. 

The target vehicle has a manual transmission, so the selected 
gears are simulated by the position switch. The steering is 

implemented as a dummy steering wheel and provides the 

steering angle via a potentiometer. The accelerator pedal is 

also captured electronically. Control Desk is the central 

software for signal capture, display and test activation. The 

UI displays such parameter such as brake pressure, individual 

wheel speed, vehicle speed, accelerator pedal position, 

steering angle, etc. We can have many more feature other 

than anti-brake locking system(ABS), traction control 

system(TCS), yaw stability control(YSC), roll stability 

control(RSC),active seat belt restraint system(ASBRS) . 

 
IV. RESULT & CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented the HHIL concept for testing 

ADASs, where a real intelligent vehicle is operated in a HIL 

environment. HHIL is suitable for various types of ADAS. 

We have added certain Human Machine Interaction (HMI) in 

hardware-in-loop testing method. For these purposes, HHIL 

experiments are performed in an accurate, reproducible, and 

controllable way to create a representative test environment. 
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